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EXTRA DISTANCE f
IN HIS DRIVES_ Bim
EXTRAS IN HIS
CIGARETTE
YES, LARRUPING
LAWSONLITTLE— NATIONAL
OPEN CHAMPION — PREFERS
THE CIGARETTE THAT GIVES
THE “EXTRAS”—
SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS

YOU WATCH that ball go scream-

ing off the tee and you shake your

| TURNED TO CAMELS
FOR
EXTRA MILDNESS
AND FOUND SEVERAL
OTHER SWELL EXTRAS, TOO,
INCLUDING EXTRA SMOKING,
SLOWER BURNING
SURE IS THE TICKET
FOR
STEADY SMOKING

head. How does he do it? Form, timing, power, wrist action, control...

he has them all—but Lawson Little
has that extra measure of each which
makes the difference between a good

golfer and a champion. Just as the
extras in his cigarette...Camel...
make the difference between smoking

and smoking pleasure at its best.

EXTRA mupness
EXTRA cootness

EXTRA Ftavor
In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS
burned 25% slower than the average

of the 15 other of the largest-selling
Copyright, 1940,

R

Saleta; Nee:

WATCH OUT, PAR—here comes Little! No, Lawson Little is never content
unless he can better par...in his golf... in his cigarette. “I want a// the mildness I can get in my cigarette,” he says. “Camels burn slower and give me extra
mildness. And Camels also give me something else I never found before—
flavor that doesn’t tire my taste.” Yes, Camels give all the qualities you want
plus an extra measure of each. The extra flavor of costlier tobaccos preserved
by slower burning. The natural mildness and coolness of costlier tobaccos
plus freedom from the irritating qualities of too-fast burning. And on top of

extra pleasure—Camels give extra value (see panel at right).

GET THE EXTRAS WITH SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS
THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

brands tested—slower than any of
them. That means, on the average, a
smoking p/us equal to

9 EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!
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The C. A, A.
@ By Henry REcHTIEN

The author of this article examines the
C.A.A. flight course and therein finds many
advantages to be gained by the college student. For those who intend to pursue this
course and for the hundreds on this campus
interested in aviation, the article should provide much information and good reading.
s

V V HY should I give up my time to engage
in the C.A.A. flight training program?”
Many of the more intellectual college students have

undoubtedly asked themselves this question and because
they have never experienced actual flight training they
have failed to realize the great number of advantages
accruing from such an activity. Many of the less progressive educators have probably also doubted the
decorum of listing flight training in the time honored
and strictly academic college catalogue. Consequently
many students have failed to enroll in the course and
many institutions of higher learning have turned their
backs upon the course. If these people would have
seen the advantages to be gained from flight training
the scope of C.A.A. courses would be much more
extensive.
One who has taken the course can, however, describe

the advantages to be gained from flight training even
though the thrill of flying can never be completely and
vividly impressed upon one who has not flown. Flying,

in itself, is even more thrilling than the experience of
using your father’s automobile for the first time in
your life and blowing the horn at your friends as you
pass. But even though the enjoyment is more, the
thrill doesn’t wear off. There is so much to be learned,

sO many new situations to be met that even after the
thirty-five hours or more of flight received in the

C.A.A. college program have been completed the desire
to fly is just as intense if not more intense than at the
period when the student begins to make solo flights.

But apart from the thrill itself, there are great advantages to be gained from learning to fly.
Certain aspects of flight help to develop one’s mind.
Specifically one must learn to make quick decisions as
many are the times when a pilot must review
a situation and decide upon a course of action in a split
second. And on rare occasions, such as when a forced

landing is necessary, the aviator’s life may depend upon
his choice. The C.A.A. course provides this sort of
training in abundance.
One of the most stressed maneuvers of the flight
instruction is the simulated forced landing. On every
flight with the instructor after the first solo “hop” one
or more emergency landings is required of the student.
In this maneuver, the instructor pulls back the throttle
thereby causing the motor to only idle—a condition
that is practically identical to a dead motor, the most
frequent cause of forced landings. The student is then
on his own. He must quickly place the plane in a
correct gliding angle so as not to lose any precious
altitude. Almost simultaneously he must survey all
the terrain to which the plane can possibly glide. ‘Then
he must quickly decide which part of this available
ground offers the best requisites of a landing place.
Once he makes the decision he must land the plane in
the selected field. This is not often a simple feat. The
student must decide which is the best method to
approach the field so that he won’t overshoot or undershoot and perhaps glide into adjoining trees, telegraph poles, creeks, or other natural or man-made
obstacles.
Such a maneuver teaches a student to use plain
“common sense” more than any formal education ever
could. And it is practice for a possible emergency
which may mean life or death to the pilot at some

future time.
But there is more to this mind training than forced
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landings. In learning the maneuvers one must study
on the ground what controls to apply and how they

should be applied. When one is actually doing these
maneuvers in the plane he must be mentally alert.
He must remember exactly what to do and if he should
err, he must quickly recall the theory of the maneuver,
and decide what he is doing wrongly. ‘This must always be a quick decision, because if it is a bit late,

the airplane will go into very uncomfortable, unplanned gyrations, and if this isn’t censure enough
the instructor adds some very biting remarks. Evidentally such conditions are most conducive to developing the ability to make quick logical decisions

under pressure—an attribute absolutely essential to
success in this world that is characterized by blitzkreig warfare.
Flying also develops character. An airplane is a machine which requires proper control. If the student

doesn’t perform his best and apply the controls as
he is taught the airplane informs him in no uncertain
terms. And the instructor is always there to make the
student more miserable. Flying instructors are extremely candid because they have to be. They are in
an occupation in which one is constantly of necessity

verifying the instinct of self-preservation.
All the misguiding complexities and illusions of
modern life are erased in an airplane. The funda-

mentals of life itself are unconsciously impressed upon
the student. He realizes more clearly the necessity for
constantly applying himself with the best of his ability
to whatever task he is responsible. One thousand
feet above the ground in a small universe removed entirely from the earth’s surface he understands _per-

Aviation, in general, provides more concrete applications of theoretical subjects taught in college than any
one field could possibly offer. To the engineer and the
student of physics the C.A.A. course itself is an immense help. The study of airplane design, meteorology,
flight and its effects, and navigation all give concrete examples of theories studied in physics and general engineering. In covering these individual aspects many
of the laws of physics are reviewed and again brought

to the attention of the student. The prospective law
student gains a valuable background for familiarity with

the laws covering flight through the study of Civil Air
Regulations. The business student becomes acquainted

with an industry that is growing as fast as any in the
country and a form of transportation that threatens to
revolutionize our way of living. This possibility makes
the course a valuable asset for the future sociologist.
To the general arts student the course is a valuable
background that in itself is well worth the effort. In
fact there is so much to aviation that, as elementary
as the C.A.A. course is, there is much to be learned

that is related to any course that the University of
Dayton student may choose to major in.
There is still the further possibility that a student
may discover that he likes flying so well he may want
to make it his career by applying for army flight

training at Randolph Field, Texas, or for a similar
course in the navy at Pensacola, Fla. One who com-

pletes such a course with the army or the navy is qualified for a position as pilot with the airlines. Thus
the government’s college flying course often opens the

door to a new and different occupation for which the
student may have been more qualified than that for

which he may have prepared in college. It may also

fectly that when he applies both his mind and body to

be added that the need for engineers, accountants,

the job with which he is presently faced, in this
case piloting an airplane, everything goes well. But

advertising men, administration experts and other professional men with an intimate knowledge of flying
are badly needed in the rapidly expanding aviation
industry.

when he makes only a half-hearted effort the plane
doesn’t behave as he desires and somehow the incorrect response of the plane creates a very miserable feeling in the student. And after his flying experience he
begins to apply this lesson to his own life. Instinct
warned him of the need for undivided application ever
since he could walk. And now flying experience emphasizes the need of this application.

The difficulties of navigation also tend to impress

upon a student the need for a college education in
more advanced fields. Such aspects convince the collegian that he is doing the right thing in seeking a
college education and spur him on to more intense
study.

After a very unsuccessful lesson in which the student

It is impossible to enumerate or even to recall all

made every possible mistake and both the airplane and

that is to be gained from the C.A.A. course. One

the instructor spare not a punch in censuring the stuhaven’t the intestinal fortitude to face the so-called

might enumerate a few such advantages as the many
new friendships that are formed, the development of
self reliance and such a minor attribute as the facility
for talking more intelligently about the weather. So in

dangers of flying, to accept the necessary censure of

view of all of these advantages don’t form the erro-

dent, it sometimes takes great courage merely to sit in
an airplane again. Many students quit because they

the instructor and to overcome the hardships entailed
in pursuing the course. But to one who remains the
training develops courage to fight back at the world in

spite of setbacks.
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neous idea, as so many have, that the only reason anyone takes the C.A.A. civilian pilots training course is
merely to derive a little more pleasure from his college

life or to take his mind from his studies.

Love Conquers All
@ By JosepH WoOHLSCHLAEGER
A war story, but very interesting, and right
up-to-date. You will be thrilled. Read it.
() NLYafew lights were visible in the windows of
the Chateau de Boeuf, famous ancestral home
of the Counts of Lannion situated some five miles east
of the town of the same name. The Chateau com-

manded the most magnificient view of the English
Channel that could be had along the entire northern
coast of the province of Brittany.
The small number of lights showing belied the
amount of activity within the bleak Chateau walls.
Great confusion reigned within. This was the headquarters of the ist Division of the British Army in
France. The day was June 17, 1940, and the victorious
German army had just entered the port of St. Malo,

20 miles east of the Chateau de Boeuf.
Lord Horatio Billingswater, commanding general of
the division, was seated at a massive table in the great
trophy room of the Chateau. A large log fire in the
ancient fireplace sent a cheery warmth about the room.
“His Lordship” was having tea with two members of
his staff, Major Applesby and Colonel Higgenbottoms.
“A blasted nuisance, these Germans, Major. My

staff and I are hardly settled and, by heaven, we must
pack up and move on. Hardly time for tea anymore,”

over to a large map of Brittany and seemed to study
it for some time. In his mind he thought over the
decision he had to make. Retreat or make a stand?
Retreat and probably be captured in the confusion at
Brest with the 2nd and 4th Divisions, or make a stand

and possibly insure the evacuation of those divisions?
The decision was made.
“Major Applesby, you will order the 1st Brigade to
entrench along the ——.” Before he could finish the
sentence a young officer threw open the door and came
bursting into the room without so much as a knock.
“See here, Lieutenant Manly, how dare you ——.”
The General was again denied the completion of his
sentence.

Without a word of apology the Lieutenant thrust a
sheet of paper at the General and said: “Message from

Corps Headquarters, sir. It was so urgent that I considered it unnecessary to abide by the formalities.”

With a look that made the Lieutenant quake in his
boots and a number of grunts and grumbles to show
his displeasure at the rude interruptions, the General
adjusted his glasses and began to read. As he read
further and further the other officers noticed a change
on his face. His brow took on the appearance of a
badly eroded field and his lips became a deep red as
he bit into them with his teeth.

said the General.
“Gentlemen, I have bad news for us all. France has

“A dirty shame, your Lordship. It is decidedly uncomfortable to be ina situation such as ours. But
what else can we do? What with the French giving
way on our right and the Channel no longer safe on
our left, we must retreat or see ourselves outflanked

and taken from the rear,” replied Major Applesby with
a great effort at suppressing a belch that left his face
extremely red.
“I agree with the Major on the uncomfortableness
of the situation, but I am against a continuance of the
retreat. I believe we should make a stand here to cover

asked for an Armistice and England is now alone to
carry on the war. Corps Headquarters orders us to fall
back on Brest. Colonel Higgenbottoms, you and Major
Applesby will draw up the necessary orders to withdraw
the Division.” The two officers saluted and left. The
General then turned to the young Lieutenant and con-

tinued: “Lieutenant Manly, I have a particularly delicate job for you. Headquarters desires that someone
be left behind who will be able to communicate enemy

movements in Lannion to G.H.Q. in London. You
realize the importance of this nowthat the Germans
are on England’s front doorstep.”

;

the evacuation of the 2nd and 4th Divisions from
Brest.” It was the Colonel who now gave his opinion

on the subject being discussed and he, having “fought”
the last war from a desk at G.H.Q. in London, was
well qualified to state such an opinion.
With these suggestions in mind, the General walked

“Yes, sir,” replied Manly, “but how will I get this

information to G.H.Q.?“
The General hesitated a moment to pour out two
scotch and sodas and then continued: “Every evening,
between dusk and dawn, one of our submarines will be
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hovering on the surface about a mile offshore from

Lieutenant David Manly was standing in the hall at

this Chateau. Whenever necessary, you will swim out

the bottom of the main staircase when Susan came

to her and deliver your information to the Captain.
Is that clear?”
“Yes, sir.”

down. He had been talking in a suppressed voice with
some of his colleagues of the staff about the coming
retreat to Brest, but had not let the subject of conversation take his attention away from the stairs. As
soon as he saw Susan, he excused himself, and hurried

“If I know the Germans,” further advised the Gen-

eral, “they will select this place as their headquarters.
They prefer comfort too. Therefore, I suggest that you
make arrangements to be here under a disguise. I will

leave that up to you.”
They both saluted and the Lieutenant left the room.

to her.

As she reached the bottom step, his hands held
hers and two pairs of happy, laughing eyes met. With-

out a word between the two of them, they walked arm
in arm through the French doors and out into the
garden.

The army wasn’t the only one hurried and confused

Susan and David walked rather rapidly down the

that night. High in the east wing of the Chateau
existed another kind of confusion—the feminine

path leading to a bench that was hidden from the

variety. Mademoiselle, the Countess, Susan de Boeuf

Chateau by a rose arbor. The pace seemed too hurried
to Susan and she began to fear that something was
wrong.

was dressing fora stroll in the gardens with Lieutenant
Manly. Naturally, this entailed the trying on and
rejection of every dress in her wardrobe before a suitable one was found. Then came a choice of gloves and
hat to match; another half-hour or more for the
Lieutenant to wait.

face as a fleecy cloud will sometimes cross the face of
the moon. “But,” David continued, “with recent de-

Finally, the great feminine process of wasting time,

velopments, that is, the French request for an
Armistice——.”

that is, dressing, was completed. Susan then stood
before a mirror and viewed herself with an experienced
eye. What she saw would catch the eye of any man, or
so she thought. Perched upon the top of her head
was the latest Paris creation. (It could likewise be
called the latest thing in nightmares.) The hat consisted of a three inch round pillbox upon which was
superimposed a small green tree with a tiny bird’s

nest in one of the branches. A wide, red ribbon passed

“Susan, I had intended to ask you something very

important tonight.” At this, a slight blush crossed her

“An Armistice?” cut in Susan, with a sound of
anguish in her words.
“Yes,” said David, in a low voice, “your country has
deemed it necessary to ask for an Armistice. In view of
this, our army has been recalled from France.”
“Then this is the end of all our hopes and dreams.

under the chin and was tied in a large bow. From her

You will return to England to fight again and I will

tubies. Needless to say, she had black hair that swept

barely replied. She seemed almost emptied of the

ears hung long, pear-shaped earrings of the reddest

up from her ears in two grand waves and ended in
tiny wavelets upon the approach of another wave from
her brow. Her dress was a splash of bright colors, of
printed roses and tulips. At the shoulders it was
fluffed up into giant mutton sleeves that reached almost
to her rosy cheeks. Her shoes barely existed, being

composed of soles, heels and two or three straps to

hold them on.
“Oui, Mademoiselle, you are beautiful. Surely, the

Lieutenant will propose tonight,” said Marie, the
maid who could now rest after the terrible ordeal of

helping the mademoiselle dress.

“T have hopes that he will,” replied Susan. “He was
about to last night when that old General Billings-

water called him into his office.”

remain here to suffer the humiliation of defeat,”’ Susan

happiness and hopefulness that filled her a few minutes
before.
“No, all is not lost,” said David. “The others will

leave, but I have been ordered to stay.”
“What will you do here, David? Certainly the Ger-

mans will arrest you when they come.”
“Susan, your country is about to surrender, but there

are many Frenchmen and Frenchwomen who will
never surrender as long as the invader is on the soil of

France. They will continue the fight for freedom. Will
you be one of these?”
The question came so suddenly that she hesitated
for a moment, but the answer was soon firm in her

Continued on Page 16
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U. D. Goes To The Wars
® By “Private” CLEM YOUNG

One of the best-liked articles that make an
annual appearance in these pages is the “report” on the summer encampment of
U. D.’s advanced military students. A few
hints on army life are given to the prospective conscript; how various seniors acquired their nicknames is explained. For a
hilarious ten minutes of reading, there is
nothing to match this article in this issue.

HE Selective Service Bill recently passed by the

to give good advice on volunteering for K. P. on the
first day because, as he found out later, it did not
count on his duty roster.
Sizing up of the first platoon was a very amusing
task under the direction of Joe Hollenkamp. Tent
mates were appointed according to this sizing and
the efficiency of the task will be properly explained

government has undoubtedly placed Military affairs and life foremost in the minds and the conversa-

if I say that “Dummy” Lewis, “Siam” Jones, “Little

tions of all persons concerned, either directly or indirectly. With this in mind I will try to portray for you

Shot” Zeigler, and “Mouse” Redding were tent
mates. ‘This combination was a source of enjoyment

some of the life that was experienced by the Advanced
Military students this summer during their six weeks
stay at Fort Knox.

making beds every morning so he just slept on top
to save the trouble. Jones slept on top of his covers

However, before I enter into any of our experiences and horseplay that happened during our en-

one evening also but only because of a very good job
of short sheeting and knoting of his bed clothes
(after a pleasant week-end in Louisville).

throughout our stay. Zeigler didn’t think much of

campment I would like to nullify some of the popular
ideas so readily agreed upon by those who have had
no experience with the army. Food is one question that gets kicked around pretty much and I can
say that those who have lived on boarding food will

find that the food received in the army is as good
and many times better. Certainly there is always
plenty of it. Perhaps it may not look very appetizing
but after a hard day’s work in the field looks meant
very little to us. That brings up another question
and that is work. We did work hard at times but
much to our benefit. I think that when our six
weeks were completed none of us could ever have

been in a more fit condition, except, possibly the few
who happened to make their beds among the poison
ivy vine while on the over-night hike.

While on this subject of sleeping I might as well

discuss a few more of the related points. “Blackie”
Humpert, the banker’s son, had a pair of the best
looking pajamas I have ever seen; silk and of the
latest high water variety. Howie Lansdowne, also of
the same tent, served as bugler for the outfit with
his early morning call of “Hey Von, Get Up.” No one
ever knew who woke up Howie so he could call von

Hoegler and arouse the rest of the camp with his
call. Some claim that “Blackie’s” pajamas kept
Howie awake all night. Anyway, we know that it

wasn't the bugle because he didn’t know any more
what they all meant than the rest of us.
After morning mess came the usual setting-up exercises. “General” Paul Unger pulled the prize

All in all, I think every one had a wonderful time,

“boner” in this category by giving too many push-ups

benefiting both physically and mentally and some

too early in the morning. Consequently he had a
little private exercising period, under the supervision
of the boys, later in the day to show him how they
should be done. He knows now.

also financially. It was a real opportunity for our
group to become acquainted and to form an association of real fellows.
Now for the other side of the story. How were

we organized and what did we do?

After exercising usually came one of those ten-

minute rest periods during which rest period we were
to change clothes, put on leggins, clean shoes, clean

Immediately upon arrival at camp the long ordeal
of processing was begun. Then the call for K. P.

duty for the first meal. “Beuito” Farber will be able

rifles and perhaps a few more tasks just to make it
interesting. The call to hurry up and fall-in followed

and then the usual ten to fifteen-minute wait before
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anything really happened after all the rushing. From
then on during the, day we never did know what we
would do next. Perhaps march out a mile or two,

look at the landscape, crawl through the dust, chase
locusts, or dodge tanks that would just as soon run
over you or not.

It was on one of these days that the University of
Dayton platoon was sent through a woods in an approach formation and had to march on a certain
azimuth arriving at a definite point. Maybe the
compass was wrong or something, anyway we didn’t
come out in the correct spot. “Preacher” Kappler
lost his entire squad and much time was lost in re-as-

sembling the outfit.
Once when on a scouting problem McDonald came
back very late. Some claim to have seen him scouting

frogs in a nearby gully, while others say that he took
his beauty nap and never moved more than 50 yards
from the starting point. The latter could be very

probable as Mac was one man who could find time
to sleep even in a ten-minute rest period.
While I’m on the subject of one of the Irishman
of tent seven, I might as well bring in the other and
tell of the morning McBride and McDonald came

back from working in the pits looking as if they had
seen actual combat. Everything was easily understood

when someone told of them smearing each other with
the grease off the guides of the targets.
The evenings at camp were spent in various ways.

Singing amused some folks, card playing others and
more likely “bull sessions” held the sway of the entertainment. The Canteen furnished excitement and

refreshment for many. “Little Shot” Zeigler and “Big
Shot” Hollenkamp usually held the honor of closing
the Canteen in the evening.

Week-ends usually found some of the boys migrating to Dayton while the majority spent their time in
Louisville. Louisville was the scene of two dances
given for the boys from camp. Val Peenush prob-

ably worked the fastest of all the fellows, because the
Monday after the first dance he received an invitation

from one of the Belles to come out to see her rose
garden!

The over night hike is something long to be remembered. It was on this hike that during a problem
the entire Battalion was wiped out with the exception
of the U. D. Platoon. We were highly commended
for selecting such excellent cover. No one ever did say
that we were really too tired to expose ourselves and

thought lying out on the ground behinda hill was a
good idea. Only when we saw the mess trucks ap-

proaching did we give up our position.

Don’t gather the impression from this article that
all was play and no work. Quite the contrary to that.
If I should begin to enumerate all the things we did
learn this article would change into a volume. The
U. D. students made a most favorable showing in
everything they did and this fact can be proven by
the number of medals the seniors are now sporting.
Some of the gang have given a very suitable comment with which I will end. “It was an experience
that we wouldn’t have missed for any amount of
money but wouldn’t give a dime to do again.”

A POEM
What a game we played last night.
All went wrong and nothing right.
Our rivals took us sixty to naught;
It mattered not how hard we fought.

We shifted right and tried to pass,
A feeble wobble fell to the grass.

We tried again—our hopes renewed;
No grass this time, but to foe it flew.

We fumbled right and fumbled left,
And with no hope of victory left,
Desperately tried to keep the ball

By digging in and giving all.
—FEeEetsroo Bic.
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An Errand of
Mercy
@ By Jack QUATMAN
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This short story will serve to introduce a new
student writer to our readers. If this first
effort is but a forerunner of what is to
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come, we can expect still better stories from

him in the future. For a surprise finish, the
story has no equal in this issue.
|

HE rain poured down like pieces of lead, as it
beat a steady tatoo on the roof of Joe Flick’s
hangar on the outskirts of Cederville, N. Y. Inside

“Nope,” said Joe stubbornly, “you don’t know how
much I like myself. I wouldn’t have a chance, even

though I am the best pilot around here. I wouldn’t
fly in this even if I could save the president from a
cowardly death.”

sat the owner and manager of the one-man airport,

“Well then, I guess it’s no use,” said the woman

with his feet propped up on his desk as he watched

dropping her eyes to the floor with a sigh. “It’s for my
little one, she—she’s a pretty girl,” and she handed

the rain splatter against the window.

Flick a snapshot. Joe found himself looking into the

“T hope mother won’t be disappointed whenI tell

eyes of a beautiful little child of about eight, whose

her I can’t fly up for supper tonight,” he murmured

face was smothered in freckles. “She was such a
lively little kid,” the elderly lady continued, her eyelids batting back the surge of tears that was creeping
over her cheeks. “Mary will never walk again without

to himself as he painfully reached for the phone.
Lifting up the receiver the young man awaited the

operator’s voice. After a few minutes he commenced
to “jingle” the receiver, but with no results. “I
should have known. The man at the Marmon Airport
wasn’t kidding when he said there were terriffic air
currents between here and New York.” With despair
he slammed the phone back on the desk and picked
up the latest True Detective magazine, and buried
himself in it’s terrifying contents.
Five minutes later the front door swung open and
a large lady of about fifty came hurrying in. She was
dressed in black, and her wet hair hung like strings
from under her disheveled hat that looked like it had
been thrown on in a hurry. She had a wild look in
her eyes and a small package gripped firmly in her
hand. “Quick!” she cried, “take off immediately. Fly
this to my husband at his office in New York!” With

this command she tossed the package on Joe’s desk.

this.” Joe fought with himself to keep from saying
the words he knew his big heart would make him do.
“You say she won’t walk again unless she gets this?”
he asked, fingering the package as he pulled his feet
off the desk. The woman slowly nodded her head,

and then looked hopefully into his face. Joe turned
his head away and slowly rose to his feet with his lips
pursed. “O. K. write down the address and forget the

dough.”
“Oh thank you!” she cried, and rushed over and
grabbed his hands. Falling to her knees she silently

weeped for joy.
Streaks of lightning flashed across the sky, outlining

Joe Flick’s aged monoplane against the darkened
heavens, as it struggled the strong head wind, and bat-

Joe continued to sit calmly, and looked annoyingly
at his intruder between his propped feet. “These
millionaires,” he thought, “they think they can get
anything with their money, regardless of the other
person.” “I’m sorry lady,” he said aloud, “but with
the soup there is up there tonight I wouldn’t even
pull my ship out of its hangar.”
“But you must!” she insisted, throwing her arms

about wildly, “Money is no object, name your own
price!”

tled nature’s torments.

Inside the cabin, with the

package on his lap, sat Joe fighting the joy stick and
rudder bars, keeping the ship in the air. Sweat pouring down into his eyes made him release his tight grip

every few minutes to wipe the burning salt from his
pupils.
“If only my gas holds out,” he thought, realizing
how much was being used in the straining motor of

his “Jenny.” “But it has to, surely the good Lord will
pull me through.” From then on he commenced to
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recite the prayers that he had learned from his mother
aloud. It seemed hours later when he looked down at
his oil gauge and discovered the pressure falling.
Frantically he started to pump, building it back up to

“T will, I’m taking my trusty shotgun with me, and

this lantern too.” The old man stepped out on the
porch and found the pilot in a faint on his front steps.

normal, and a little more for safe measure. “Can’t go

Pulling him into the room he brought him to with his
wife’s aid. Joe told him of his errand and they both

back on that little tyke now,” he murmured when he

got into the farmer’s car and headed for New York.

saw a familiar land mark near the outskirts of the city.

The plane suddenly banked sharply to the left and the
hopeful savior attempted to right it. What was the
matter? He kicked frantically on the left bar but it
was jammed! Staring out of his side window he saw a
heavy layer of ice forming on his wing! Glancing
down at his altimeter he saw he was falling fast.
“Come on Jenny, shake it off baby!” he talked excitedly to his pet, but no use, she couldn’t. He was
helpless. Or was he? Five hundred feet, and it was
loosening! Maybe—Nope too close to pull it back up
now, he would tear the wings right off of her.
Lightning streaked the heavens and showed a rough
pasture with a group of huddled cows ahead, and in
the distance he saw a small light burning from a farm

house. There was nothing to do but try to land. He
was now out of the spin, and slowly evening it out. As
the wheels hit the ground he grabbed the precious
parcel in his left hand and awaited the crash that was
bound to come. Looking up he saw a small pile of
rocks; the plane hit! And then, all was quiet with the
exception of the rain beating down on the wreckage,
and the noise of the scurrying cows in the distance.

Three minutes later, a disheveled, bleeding man
painfully crawled out from under the wreckage. On

his left cheek there was a smear of blood coming from
a gash over his eye. His clothes were torn in many

places and over his heart he clasped a small package.
With a supreme effort he pulled himself to his knees
and studied the light in the distance. Then with a
silent groan he started for it.

Arriving at the designated address the old man
reached over and shook the exhausted man. “Here

we are young feller. What do we do now?”
Joe pulled himself up with a groan and looked
around. “We? No, I'll take care of this, just help me
out of the car, I'll be all right. Here, take this five,
and thanks a lot.”
“Oh no you don’t!” objected the farmer, “you might
keep me out of this as far as seeing it through, but I'll

be darn if you can make John Wrynn take money for
an errand of mercy!” And with that the aged gentleman drove away.
Joe limped across the street and entered the office

building. Climbing up four flights of stairs, after discovering the elevator was closed for the night, he

found himself before the husband’s door. Suddenly he
felt dizzy, he reached for the knob and stepped into
the room. Looking up he found himself gazing into
the eyes of a middle-aged gentleman who was sitting
behind a large desk. Weaving on his feet, he managed
to murmur “Mr. Halker?” and fell flat on his face. Mr.
Halker leaped up and dragged Joe to a chair. After a
long space he finally brought the poor boy to.

“Who are you? What happened?” asked the curious
man.

“Your wife sent me here,’ answered Joe.
gave me this package to save your little girl.”

“She

“Say Helen, did you hear something?” inquired the
aged farmer of his wife.

The man straightened up, “My wife? To save my—
Here let’s open this thing.” Together they started to
tear off the paper. After removing three wrappers and
opening three boxes they found a pair of shoe strings!

“Yes,” she answered setting her knitting aside. “I
thought I heard a moan out in front of the house.”

Joe looked at the old man with surprise. “But—” “I
think I know,” interrupted the old man. “You see, my

“Well, I’m going out to see what it is,” said the

farmer with determination as he rose from his reading
chair.
“Be careful, John,” she warned.
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wife was sent away three years ago, I guess she

escaped.”
“You mean she’s—”
“Yes, she’s crazy. It’s funny though, the love she
has for the little one!”

Between You and Me
and a Freshman Coed
@ By Moriet Oswatp
A bit of advice for the freshman coeds, but
we venture every man on the campus will
read this article.

\) V/ ITH three years behind us of prowling around
Chaminade and St. Mary’s halls, cramming

in the library and burrowing in the stacks, loafing in the
caf and shivering through the arcade, we gals with

no classes beyond next June have somethin’ to say to
you gals just enterin’ the portals. Of course it’s only

a matter of opinion. You may start out right and
just keep on living; on the other hand, you may start
out wrong, find you are not getting what you want out
of college life, and spend three years undoing what
you did way back in 1940; on still another hand (if
you have one) you may not care—but you'd better!

perfume—at least for a while—find out what the course

is all about—it helps a lot. Try your darndest on the
first assignments for assignment-giving profs. Give him

the best you have and not the best somebody else has.
Make an impression if you have to write the stuff in the
wee morning hours—the prof may not know you, but
he knows how the paper you wrote looks.
When you get around to choosing courses that you
really want, find out about profs. Get hold of students
you know and ask them. A course is just as much as a
prof offers and you do, and you know what you can do,

so find out what the prof can do. And don’t try to
dodge gym. She ain’t what she used to be, exercises.
It’s fun and its a foundation for extracurricular activities
in athletics. And think of your figure. You won’t get as

Freshman year is a heap of a headache, but it’s a lot of
fun too. Quite a number of us four-yearers are still

much exercise as you did in your high school days—
the two blocks from Brown Street to St. Mary’s Hall
are about the extent of it, and you'll find yourself

trying to undo the mistakes we made the first year, so

puffing and hunting a chair when you’ve reached the

perhaps a few words about what we lived and learned
would come in handy to you freshies.
Our set-up here at U. D. is somewhat different from
that at most universities (doubtless you are aware of
it). First, girls are off-campus students; second, there

second floor of Chaminade. College career girls do a
lot of sitting. A little gym isn’t going to hurt attempts
at streamlining. Courses you should take and shouldn’t
are largely a matter of opinion and where you are
going in the world. In general, be practical (majors are

designed for that), and if you think some subject would

are no sororities affiliated with the college; third, there

be fun or some prof interesting, take the course as a

is every gitl’s idea of a heavenly arrangement of a lot
of boys and a sparsely scattered number of the female
sex (the exact ratio has been disputed long ago in the
Exponent); fourth, the faculty largely consists of mem-

cause of a professor. Interesting personalities can get
you in a heap of trouble—extra courses under good
profs may be all right, but when choosing a major,

bers of religious societies; fifth, the university is Cath-

olic, but permits students of any religion to enter. All
this goes to make up a university unique in pattern,

fill-in. And be careful about choosing a profession be-

remember it’s the profession, not the professor that
you live with for the rest of your life.

which makes our problems a little different from

Comes now—activities. Go in for "em—heavy—but

those of most coeds. That we are here at all still

only the ones in which you are interested. Don’t join

remains a mystery to me and a huge thanks owed to

the Sisters of Notre Dame.
But to get down—or up—to the so-called advice. When
this comes out you no doubt will have chosen courses

and sat in on a few. You probably didn’t have much
to say about your subjects; you said what division you

wanted and from then on they told you. All of which
has a purpose—largely background, preparation, or a

“smattering of ignorance” about each subject so that
~ you can make a choice later. Now that you're at the
grindstone, put your nose to it like it was your pet

them and leave them—the activities suffer and you feel
guilty and the people in charge tear their hair. If you
want to be tops—specialize. Be plenty good in one
sport, but play the others; work like a demon on one
activity on the intellectual side and hit the top in it;
go in heavy for one social activity. It’s been done by
hard-working NYA students, so don’t say you haven’t
time. This excludes perhaps coed engineers and premeds; we admit labs come definitely first. When you
once get in something it’s the old rule of cooperation.
(Continued on page 18)
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The Shape of Things
To Come
(With Apologies to H. G. Wells)

As a matter of record and to provide myself and my
friends with a hearty laugh at some future date, the
following course of events are here predicted:
November sth, 1940, will see the people of this
country award an ambitious and egotistical man with

a third term as president of the United States. And
the “last democracy” will fall.
No attempt will be made by Hitler to invade England until spring. By that time he will have his “secret
weapon” ready. This will be a tunnel in the hard,
impervious chalk under the English Channel. England
and London will experience “a hell on earth” during
the winter. London and southern England will have

to be abandoned by the civilian population due to

disease and the lack of heated and dry air-raid shelters.
Pneumonia will kill more people than the German Air
Force. Naturally, if anybody starves this winter it will
not be the victorious Germans. Famine will make its
first visit in centuries to Poland, France and Norway.

To keep its vast armies busy during the winter, Italy

and Germany will assault and occupy Gibraltar and the
Suez Canal. Terrific fighting will occur in French
Equitorial Africa and the natives of this region will
become acquainted with another example of the White
Man’s civilization—the bombing plane.
Before Hitler successfully invades England and has

himself proclaimed “Fuehrer of Northern Europe
in Buckingham Palace on May 1st, 1941, the Royal
Family and the Royal Navy will have decamped to
Canada. American matrons will enjoy the greatest

social season in history as hundreds of the lesser “fry”
follow the King and Queen to a title starved country.
The summer of 1941 will see a mighty German

Army march into Moscow and after the ensuing peace
conference the new eastern frontier of the German
Page twelve

Reich will be the Volga River.
Canada and the U. S. will be a “beehive” of activity.

Sprawled over thousands of acres of land will be mighty
aircraft plants, steel mills and ship yards. The same
picture will be reproduced in Europe. Two gigantic
forces, the Eastern and the Western Hemisphere, will

be girdling themselves for the battle to come.

The years 1942-1945 will be years of “sniping” attacks
between the two antagonists. The only major operation will be the conquest of Australia, the one big aim

of Japan’s present aggressive policy. When the Whites
of this continent refuse to live under Japanese domination, there will occur the most bloody massacre in
history.
In 1945, everything will be ready for the big “blowup.” On a bleak day in April of that year, the com-

bined British and American Fleets, the greatest armada
ever to sail the seas, will leave its main bases in Brazil

and Newfoundland. A hundred mighty battleships and
an equal number of aircraft carriers will be the “backbone” of the fleet. Swarms of cruisers, destroyers and
submarines will scout for it and protect it. From Norway to Africa Hitler’s fleet will issue forth to answer
the challenge.
At 5:37 A. M. on the morning of April 18th, 1945,
the two fleets will sight each other off the coast of
Spain. Bugles and gongs will sound “Battle Stations”
in every ship and salvos of shells will leave masses of
tangled steel and mangled bodies where proud ships
once sailed. The first day of action will result in a deadlock. With the dawn of the next day will come the
massed bombers of the German and Italian Air Forces

led by Marshal Herman Goering himself. From the
decks of our carriers thousands of fighter planes will
take-off. The greatest air battle of all times will take
place during which we are victorious and Goering’s own
plane is shot down in flames. With command of the
air in Our possession, the succeeding naval action is
won.

On October ioth, 1947, Hitler and Mussolini, while
meeting in Berlin, will be killed during a devastating
air raid on that city.

During the Peace Conference held at St. Louis in
1950, the same mistakes as were made at Versailles in
1919 are made again. ‘The Germans then return home
in humiliation to spend the next years in preparation
for a “rematch” in 1980.
Now laugh, because you might not get the opportunity to later. (If the above does not happen there
will be a standing offer of one beer to each person I
meet in Al. Dohack’s Tavern in St. Louis during the
year of 1950.)

Roosevelt Saves: His Sons
On October 16, the eligible sons of every mother in
America will go to the polls to register for conscription.
But there will be two notable exceptions—the Pres1dent’s own sons, Elliott and James.
Son Elliott’s appointment is only a few weeks old
but James has been a Colonel in the Marine Corps
since his father’s famous trip to South America in 1937.
Without any training, without any qualifications at
all, James Roosevelt was commissioned a Colonel over
the heads of thousands of officers. Naturally, he has
received some training, since his appointment, during

maneuvers. Colonel Roosevelt directed the landing of

a regiment at Guantanamo—from the shore.

Army Offers Scholarships
‘The Exponent has received a communication from
the War Department announcinga series of scholar-

ships to be awarded to college graduates and alumni.

Alumni between the ages of 20 and 27 years and
students of the same age group who will receive their
degiees in January or next spring are invited to apply
for the scholarships which are open to them without
scholastic examinations. The scholarships lead to
officers’ commissions in the Army Air Corps Reserve
with a starting salary of $205 per month plus quarters.
Unlike most scholarships which provide little more
than tuition, books and some living expenses, Flying
Cadet scholarships furnish all this plus a salary of
$75 monthly, during the nine-month training course.

Successful applicants are sent to an aeronautics
school for three months’ preliminary training, then to
Randolph Field, Texas, for basic flying lessons, and
finally to Kelly Field, Texas, for senior instruction.
Upon graduation cadets receive commissions as
Second Lieutenants in the Army Air Corps Reserve.
They are attached to regular Army units for three
years’ active flying duty. At the end of this period, if
their services are needed longer, they may be promoted
to First Lieutenants and draw larger salaries.
Stiffest prerequisite for Flying Cadets, besides two
years’ college training, is physical qualification. Applicants must have excellent health, good physique,
normal vision without glasses, normal hearing, sound
heart, lungs and nervous system, and must be at least

There is another Colonel Roosevelt. Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., the son of the great president who
not only knew how to “speak loudly” but, unlike the
present Roosevelt, also “carried a big stick.” This
Colonel, like all of the “Rough Rider’s” sons, earned

his commission fighting in the trenches of France,
where he was seriously wounded. Another son, Quentin, lost his life in a “dogfight” high above the battlefields of Europe. President Franklin, although he has
“rented” three feet of English trench for every other
father’s son, has made sure that his sons are not only
safe but also has seen that they acquire very lucrative
positions. The pay of a Colonel is nothing to resent.
The case of son Elliott, Captain Elliott now, exudes

a more intense odor of draft dodging. From radio
announcer to Captain in the Air Corps, without any
experience in military affairs, is his specialty. Things
are so simple when one has a president for a father.
In reference to this case, a “high ranking officer”
attached to the staff of Lieutenant-General Hugh A.
Drum, commandant of the Second Corps Area, is
quoted by the Associated Press as saying that “there is
no regulation to my knowledge governing the appointment of a man from civilian life to a commission in the
U.S. Army.” This same officer also pointed out that
“only graduates of the military academy, the R.O.T.C.,
the blue course of the C.M.T.C., and warrant officers

or enlisted men of the U. S. Army” are eligible for a
commission. Furthermore, “no Captain would be appointed under these peacetime regulations under 37
years of age.” Elliott Roosevelt is 30 years of age.
As a sidelight on the whole rotten affair, a group of
young men in St. Joseph, Mo., have organized an “I

Wanna Be a Captain Too Club.” Membership is wide

64 inches tall and not more than 74 inches.

open to all men of draft age and the main plank of
the club’s platform is “a captaincy for each and all.”

Detailed information may be obtained by writing the
Air Officer, Headquarters, Fifth Corps Area, Fort
Hayes, Columbus, Ohio.

Elliott’s resignation. The editor of this magazine adds
his small voice to the demand.

Many editors of great newspapers have called for
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WOMEN’S EDITOR .. . Martha Rose Manny

A WELCOME TO THE FRESHMEN

\
Ze
In welcoming the freshman and new students, we
upperclassmen assure you, in case there was any, doubt

in your mind, that you are just as safe here as anywhere else these days. Nevertheless, you freshmen who
come here from other cities and towns are probably
glad to get away from home for a while. Besides, your
parents will enjoy a rest and, who knowsalittle more
education won’t do you any harm. (Freshmen please
note:—all education is not derived from books.)

AN INVITATION
The Women’s Athletic Association of the University of Dayton wishes to extend a hearty welcome to
the freshman girls and transfer students. We invite you

to join this organization, which is familiarly known as
the W.A.A., and enjoy with us the pleasure and fun
we have as members of a club which is social in
nature. You don’t have to be an athlete to belong, as
the name would imply, and your interest and coopera-

tion is all the requirement you need. The girls who
are interested should contact Jeanne Sharkey whose

duty it is to see to the handling of our financial
affairs. The organization was founded several years ago
when the women students of the University felt a
crying need for an exclusively women’s club.

In my observation of the freshmen, I am sure that
they represent a cross-section of our youth of today,

The Association which is governed by a board of
directors is devoted to the sponsoring of athletic games

all set for a little more learning and with a feeling
none-too-well-concealed that it can’t be too little to
suit them.

and meets, skating parties and picnics. The plans for
the scholastic year are drawn up by the Board and are

then presented to the girls who are interested in the

Many of you may be wondering what the next four

W.A.A. This year these plans are very extensive, but we

years hold in store for you. Or is that queer expression
on your face just a result of wondering when the

need the help and cooperation of the girls before they

ramblings of a certain senior will cease. In any case,

University of Dayton will join with us in making these

if you’re still trying to discover what your next four
years at U. D. hold for you, my advice to you is—
don’t ask.a senior! We still haven’t found out.

plans a reality.

Now that I have finished this little masterpiece, I
hope that all you freshmen will find life here at the
University of Dayton richer and fuller, thanks to my
words of wisdom.
—THEODORA ZONARS.
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can be carried out. We know that the women of the

This is another way that you as new and old girls

can get acquainted. Make your S.Q. (social quota) as
high, if not higher than your I.Q. We are also interested in making the Athletic Department of the College of Women stand out as a fine example of good

sportsmanship and fair play. We have various leagues,
including bowling, baseball, basketball, and a new

sport to the campus—field hockey. If you are in any
way interested in these sports, either in the playing
of them or in their progress, join with us in promoting
the greatest membership campaign in the history of
the W.A.A.
—ETHEL COCHRAN.

My first step was to fine-tooth-comb the records, and
I found that I had earned one hundred and six
credits. Although greatly fatigued by this extensive
research, I bravely proceeded to the second step which
consisted in juggling figures. In dividing one hundred

and six credits by my natural abilities I found the
answer to be four or possibly three years. In other
words, an accumulation of that many credits by me

would take at least three years. So I guess that makes
me a bona fide Senior.

ALMA MATER
High school days are over and gone. Behind us are

the infant years and adolescence. We have completed
the compulsory years of study. In many of us there is
yet a thirst for knowledge and to some of us goes the
privilege of “higher education.”

Where will we find that knowledge best taught? At
what far fountain shall we sip and quench that thirst?
Our choice is made. For us, Alma Mater shall for-

ever be “Universitas Daytonensis,” long established in
the field of higher learning. Primarily for men students,
our Alma Mater opened her enfolding arms to embrace
daughters along with her sons. From her lips shall
fall the wisdom for which we have searched. Her code

shall guide our morals, and strengthen us for the
vicissitudes in a world where we must stand alone. Her
smile shall teach us kindness, her loving heart shall
teach us loyalty and love of all mankind.

But although the statement has thereby been firmly
established as a fact, my insatiable curiosity now

clamors, “How did so much time slip by?” It is quite
obvious that I have been whisked through three years
of college in less time than it takes to say “Rah, rah.”
Little wonder, then, that I have not had time to become as awe-inspiring as those exalted beings—the
Seniors of my undergraduate days.

Perhaps I could assume an air of some sort of dignity
if I could only find a reasonably similar facsimile of
myself as a Freshman. In comparison I would then
appear as a paragon of knowledge, but this will never
be, for these newcomers (more power to them) seem

to be absolutely devoid of bewilderment—bewilderment such as I knew only yesterday when I registered
as a Freshman.
—M. R. M.

Shyly we approach with far less courage than is
indicated by our seeming gaiety and self assurance.

Will we be worthy of such a mother? Can we make her
proud of us? It is rather like being born, except that
this time the choice is given us to select the custodian
of our higher schooling, the one to whom we will
entrust our developing adult intellect, our “Alma
Mater.”

Martha Rose asked for poetry (to fill up space), so
I sat me down and dreamed—
“T have a magic pencil—
When I have thoughts to say,
It turns them into rhyming
In a most delightful way.”

—HE.LEN TOWNE.

THOUGHTS OF A SENIOR

But my pencil wasn’t magic. And I hadn’t any
thoughts!

It was only yesterday that I registered as a Freshman,

and now I’m a Senior! I made this startling discovery
only this morning when I overheard someone referring
to me as such. At first I thought that it was just another case of mistaken identity, but being curious by

nature, I decided to fathom this mystery.

“T tried all day

To make a rhyme.
Result: counting sheep
In three-quarter time.”
—JEAN WHELAN.
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Continued from Page 6

mind, With an untrembling voice, she said: “My
father died with his division on the Somme, my
brother was killed by the Stukas in the retreat at
Dunkerque, what other answer can I give but yes.”

thought Hans. A report had just come in that the
advance guard had driven the English rear guard out
of Lannion. “Lannion,” mused Hans, there was a name

to bring back memories. How could he ever forget the
Count of Lannion, who had saved his father’s life

during the occupation of the Rhineland, or his daugh“Then I am going to ask you to let me stay here
disguised as a gardener.”

ter Susan, to whom he had solemnly promised to some
day repay her father’s kind action. Now that Divisional

H.Q. had ordered him to billet his staff at the Chateau
“That can be done very easily, David. My servants
and field hands are loyal to me and to France and they
will not give you away.” The moon appeared suddenly
from behind fleeting clouds and the brightness of its

beams were only a part as brilliant as the happiness
that shown in Susan’s face now that David was not
leaving after all. “But,” continued Susan, “what have

you been ordered to do and what canI do to help?”
“My orders are to identify the regiments and other
organizations of enemy troops that will concentrate in

the vicinity of Lannion. G.H.Q. seems to think that
this place will be a jumping-off point for the invasion
of England and such information will be vital. You

can help in this work because the Chateau de Boeuf
will certainly be the headquarters for a staff of one

kind or another.”
A little of her former fears returned to Susan as she
realized the penalty of spying. She was certain that, was

she not in love with David, no amount of persuasion
would make hera spy.

de Boeuf, the opportunity of doing so might arise,
he hoped.
Dusk had fallen and the cool night breezes from the
English Channel were waving the tall poplars that

lined the drive in unison as-Colonel von Deckhart’s car
drove up to the Chateau. As he descended he turned to
one of his orderlies and ordered: “Find Lieutenant
Voss and tell him to report to me at once.” As the
orderly saluted and did an “about face,” the Colonel
ascended the stairs and entered the Chateau.
Lieutenant Voss, commander of the advanced guard,

had just returned from the east wing of the house
when the orderly approached him and told him of the
Colonel’s order.
The lieutenant knocked lightly on the door to the
library, where Colonel Deckhart had established his
office, and entered upon hearing the Colonel’s voice.

“What has happened to the Countess Susan, Lieutenant? I expected to see her here on my arrival.”

“Whatever I can do to help, David, I will,” said

Susan. A low, rumbling noise from the east almost

made her words inaudible. ““When can we expect the
Germans to arrive?”
“That noise you hear is coming from our trucks
withdrawing the division,” replied David. “When they
pass there will be nothing between us and the enemy.
I expect them to be here tomorrow evening at the

latest.”

“That’s a strange question for you to ask, sir,” replied

the Lieutenant.
“Strange or not, what has happened to her?” shot
back the Colonel with a tone of anger in his voice. He

was not accustomed to having a subordinate officer
question his words.

Down one of France’s most beautiful tree-lined highways came a long column of armored cars and troop carriers—the 163rd Bavarian Panzer Regiment. In an open
staff car, which was preceded by two light tanks, sat
Colonel Hans von Deckhart, Germany’s youngest and
most brilliant regimental leader. Colonel Hans, as he
was affectionately called by his men, had led his regiment through the Polish campaign and into Warsaw.

“I beg to report, sir, that the Countess and an
English spy have been imprisoned at my orders,” replied Lieutenant Voss. As the Colonel made no response to this, he presumed that an explanation was
what the Colonel wanted. “When the advance guard
arrived here this morning, we surprised the Englishman
and the Countess conversing in ‘the conservatory. Suspecting something strange in the presence of a man
dressed as a gardener in sucha place, I ordered an
immediate search of his person. In the visor of his

vance through the Ardennes Forest and to break the

The lieutenant handed the code to the Colonel.
“Proceeding further in our search, we noticed his hands

They had very little rest after driving the British out
of Norway, when they were called on to lead the ad-

_ French “pivot” at Sedan.

The present advance was proceeding on schedule,
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cap we found this code written ona tiny roll of paper.”
were soft and contained no callouses as a gardener’s
should. Confronted with this evidence, he admitted his

identity as an English spy.”

to speak but he silenced her with a sign from his hand.

“And the Countess?” queried the Colonel.
“T ordered her arrest as an accomplice in view of the
circumstances.”
“Well done, Lieutenant,” Colonel von Deckhart

exclaimed. “I shall report this to headquarters and I
am sure they will be pleased.”
Voss saluted and left the library. The door was
barely closed and Colonel Hans was pacing the floor
in deep thought. Here was the opportunity he had
been waiting for, the opportunity to repay a family

“The way is clear for you to leave the Chateau and as
there are very few German troops in the neighborhood,

as yet, you should be able to make good your escape.
Now go quickly.”
Still in a daze from the swift course of events, they
hurried past the Colonel and out into the hall without
a further effort to speak. The Countess led David
rapidly to the door that opened into the gardens at

the rear of the Chateau. Then as fast as possible they
made their way to the beach.

debt, he thought. The method would be simple. Voss
had informed him that the prisoners were confined
to a room in the east wing and guarded constantly by a
sentry. Who would ever suspect the Colonel of knocking the sentry unconscious and releasing the prisoners?
But, thought Hans, it must be done immediately, be-

cause, according to military law, he was required to
order them. shot in the morning:

After the activity in the Chateau had subsided somewhat, Hans slipped noiselessly out of the library and
into the hall leading to the east wing. ‘Taking advantage of the many shadows cast by dim lights and

knowing that the sentry would be drowsy at this time,
he drew his service revolver and grasping it by the
barrel approached the sentry from the rear. There was

a low thud as the butt end of the revolver bit into

“I know there is no time to ask for an explanation

now,” said David, with a smile, “but all this mystery
calls for one later.”
They both entered the water and began to wade out
into the surf. While the water was still too shallow to
swim, David turned to Susan and said: “It was a

stroke of luck that arrangements were made to have

the submarine waiting on the first night and not at
some later time. When we have swam out about half-

a-mile we should see a blinking light lying low on the
water. Swim for the light.”
They tried to swim together but the heavy seas
swept them apart and it was with great happiness to
both that they met on the deck of the submarine
again.

the skull of the soldier, and another as the soldier

As they slowly sailed away from the coast of France,
Susan turned to catch a last glimpse of the Chateau
de Boeuf. Questions began to spring up in her mind.

slumped to the floor. Picking up a key that had fallen
from the sentry’s hand, he opened the door and entered. Both prisoners were standing in a far corner

How, she asked herself, could Colonel von Deckhart

with a startled look on their faces.
Colonel who spoke first and he spoke rapidly. “The

allow his love for his personal honor overcome his
sense of duty to Germany. The answer came like a
flash into her mind. Certainly, she thought, love,

name will be enough explanation to the Countess for

whether love of honor or love, and she looked at

what I have done and am about to do.” Susan began

David, for another, conquers all.

“I am Colonel Hans von Deckhart.” It was the

RETURN
He’s back, Mother, he’s back.

Oh, let the joyous words ring out.
Let them fill to bursting, the silent rooms throughout.
He’s back, Mother, he’s back.
Oh, such joy, cannot be.
That he should return again, oh such ecstasy.
He’s back, Mother, he’s back.

For these words, I’ve waited long.
To fill these solemn walls again with echoes of his laugh.
He’s back, Mother, he’s back.
These words still fill my ears.

Oh, thankful am I, this day, gone now are all my fears.
—GraceE Marie KELLER.
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(Continued from page 11)

get to know them, and this goes for the Sisters too;

most of the U. D. boys apparently like the “natural”
A club which started with only five members last year
grew to be one of the best functioning organizations on
the campus because every person contributed materially

to its development. And those aren’t idle words. They

type girls; the queen of Homecoming has always been

the “natural-friendly” type; regulations arealittle stiff
because of the nature of the college, and you’d better
abide by ’em; coeds who are on the top are those who

mean w-o-1-k.

say what they think, stick to their opinions, and are

If your IQ is an absolute zero when it comes to
some activities, but you want to participate, don’t be

in activities.

afraid to put your John Hancock on the paper when

General technique in the lounge: Get your bridge
technique improved; get your assignments done; get
your inside information.

they ask for interested people. Whole teams have
learned to bowl; our winning intercollegiate fencing
team learned their “stuff” in a few short weeks; they’ll
try to teach you journalism while you write on the
“News”; they'll try to teach you to carry a tune in
chorus; and the unsuspecting even learn to bicycle!
Yes ma’am.
And, oh yes, clothes. All we can say is—sweaters,
skirts, blouses, sweaters, skirts, blouses, and so on ad

infinitum. Like all other college girls, we live in ’em.

In general, conservatism rules; there is casualness but

not slopiness (no dorms); saddles and anklets predominate. People notice novel effects (there are not
many of us for them to keep track of). Girls generally
wear fairly heavy winter clothes, with sweaters, jackets,
or coats around, because while it’s nice and warm in

the lounge, professors and bundled-up boys steadily

maintain that the best work is done with fresh air in

the room—and they do mean fresh—the fresh that
comes in windows, and, well, that’s what we think.

And the same applies to the Arcade.

General Impressions: The university is not sophisticate—it’s down to earth and a “natural”; coeds don’t
go in for extremes in college fads—mostly because they
have to go through town to get home; studies are
not hard if you keep at them and don’t turn exam
week into cram week (which most people do)—you’d
be surprised how hard they can get all of a sudden-like;
you have quite a reputation after you’ve weathered a
year at “the Brothers”—general opinion has the college
pretty tough; student opinion has the college a snap—
sO snappy you snap right back (yes, we know that’s an
old one); the Brothers (this is directed especially for

n-cs) are altogether human and swell people when you
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friendly to the girls as well as the boys, and take part

General technique outside the lounge:

We could

say it’s get your man, but we won’t. We'll say instead,

get as many friends and acquaintances as_ possible.

That’s what college life is built around, and incidentally
it takes something on your part—a huge effort at

friendliness.

We recommend: An acquaintance with bridge (no
scoring ability necessary); boots when there is definite
danger of wet feet (we’d rather see ’em than wet hose
draped on radiators); some small typing ability (it
saves time, makes you a double asset on newspapers,

and the touch system can be learned alone); a huge
sense of humor when you come late with a date to a
football game; a highly developed concentrating ability

for last minute work in the lounge (most coeds possess

it, thanks to the radio); five minutes for the walk from
Brown Street to St. Mary’s Hall (it can be done in
less by people with track training); an endless supply

of matches; forty-eight hours in a day to do everything

everyone else wants you to do, and what you want to
do too.

We Think: That the campus and snow make one
beautiful picture and the campus and spring another;
that girls who smoke are all right and those who don’t

are all right too; that we couldn’t live without cokes

in the cafe, but that in the fifth week we could live

without hot-dogs; that girls who deliberately flick
ashes on the lounge floor lack something-or-other; and

finally we think that you freshmen girls are a grand

group of people, and incidentally, good-looking, too,

and we wish you all the luck in the world!

THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
IN GERMANY
The position of the Catholic Church in Germany
has ever been a precarious one. The first appearance of Christianity in Germany was reported in
the second century. In the sixth century after the
barbaric invasion, evangelization was continued by
Irish and Scottish monks, but it was not until the

eighth century with the coming of the great German

Protestants have the religion and beliefs which the government wants them to have. But the attack on the
Catholic Church could not follow these same lines.
Here the hierarchy was only a part of a universal
hierarchy, whose head was a non-German. The contest with the Catholic Church was conducted in a
different manner. From the first the Church was assured that the government would not interfere with
the domestic life of the Church nor would it encroach on the domain of dogma and belief.

apostle, St. Boniface, an English Benedictine, that the

death blow was dealt to paganism.

For a while peace and Christianity reigned, but soon
the question of investiture arose. The rulers of Germany claimed the right to name the bishops and other
members of the hierarchy in return for the monetary

assistance given to the Church by the State. Dissension arose to such height that there was an attempt at
_schism; however, negotiations were made and this attempt was concluded by the Concordat of Worms
(1122).

Although the Concordat settled the difficulty for the
time the old question soon arose again and the con-

flict continued for centuries. Then in 1517 during the
reign of Charles V came the Protestant Reformation
headed by Luther. Charles, because of his difficulties
with his neighboring nations, was not in a position to
quell the revolt. In addition there was a general state
of deterioration among the clergy within the Church

The only thing the government wanted was for the
Church to renounce “political Catholicism”; that is,
to withdraw her support of any governmental party,
except, of course, the National Socialist party. On
July 20, 1933, the Reich signed a Concordat with the
Holy See. The terms of the Concordat seemed to
be remarkably advantageous for the Church. It recognized the right of “professing and publicly practicing
the Catholic religion.” It guaranteed both the episcopacy and the Holy See “complete freedom of intercourse with the faithful in matters pertaining to their
pastoral office.” “The retention and maintenance of
Catholic denominational schools is guaranteed as
before”...

eighteenth century many had returned to the Catholic
Church. But it was not until the end of the World
War when the Protestant Church in Germany had no

So for a short time it seemed as if all were well. But
slowly the Catholic influence in all branches of public life was being restricted. However, all the infringements of the Concordat and the measures taken
against the Church as such, and against individual
Catholics, were made to appear, even when openly
protested, as merely incidents that could easily be rectified. By 1934 the situation was critical and in the
spring of 1935 there began aseries of examinations and
prosecutions of priests and religious supposed to have
infringed the currency regulations. During this time
the Church had issued protests against Nazi legislation
which was contrary to the terms of the Concordat and

head that there was a great increase in Catholicity.

had warned the faithful against movements which are

which facilitated the victory of the heretics.
Shortly after in the early part of the seventeenth
century the Thirty Years War added to the turmoil
and confusion of the Protestant Revolt. Then with

the Treaty of Westphalia (1648) the princes were
given the right to chose the state religion. By the

contrary to faith and consequently endanger the soul.
Now, however, with the coming of Hitler the pendu-

lum again swings back. At first there were no attacks
against religion in Germany then, slowly, members of
the National Socialist party took over the Protestant

In 1939 war was declared on Poland. German bishops urged the pastors not to become separated from
their parishoners. Catholics of Germany have been re-

church’s administrative machinery, so that now the

leased from the laws of fast and abstinence because of
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food-rationing. They are required to attend services

Do you know, I will always remember the first time

when possible, but on the whole services have not been
interfered with.

I went to a dance, what a delightful time I had. The

Nazi hostility has increased since the Soviet pact.
Pastors in the Church are forbidden to refer to the
National situation. Catholic editors are forbidden to
print anti-Communistic or anti-atheistic articles.

dance was on board an ocean liner plowing gently
through stiff Atlantic breezes. I was justa little squirt
then but what a thrilling time I had going through all
the handbags and coat pockets in the cloak room—

especially during waltz numbers. But those were the
good old days when men were free on board (not
Detroit, Michigan, either) and women were accessories.

Because of the shortage of pulp only five Catholic
periodicals are permitted publication. It is strange
that this pulp shortage does not seem to affect Nazi

to attend a dance, a young man should observea set

publications. The amazing side of this picture is that

of iron-clad rules, the most important of which I shall

since the Hitler regime Catholic publications have in-

itemize for you:
1) Never! Never use vulgar slang, such as “May I

creased their circulation by seven million copies.

Getting back to this earth of ours, in asking a girl

escort you to the dance this coming Saturday?” It is
All Catholic associations are being dissolved. Only
two Catholic faculties, those of Munich and Vienna,

are still functioning. Catholic education has been consistently attacked despite Article 23 of the Concordat
which guarantees the Catholic school system.

much more genteel to politely inquire, “Hi Babe, how
about a shuffle Saturday P. M.?”
2) Never! Never offer to carry a girl’s purse unless
she says, ““T'ake care of this, Ole Boy, it’s got my week’s

allowance inside.”
A recent survey shows that 687 houses of men’s
religious congregations have disappeared since 1937.

3) Never! Never be discouraged. If a girl refuses

Also 4.56% of the population of Germany is nonChnistian or in other words, pagan. Because of the
millions of Catholics brought in with Austria, Poland,
and Czecho-Slavakia almost one-half of the German
population is Catholic.

you; ask her what her sister is doing. She'll think then
you're a friend of the family.
4) Never! Never mention the word EAT unless she

asks you whether you had onions for breakfast.

At present a campaign for apostasy is being con-

5) If you can’t take a girl to a dance, take a street

ducted especially by government workers. Defenders

car. You can always leave a street car in the street,

of the Church are condemned to concentration camps.
The government has seized $200,000,000 worth of

while a girl can leave you in the street.

sacred vessels, jewels, and gold. As each day passes
the clergy are subjected to new indignities.

P.S.: Follow these simple rules and you will spend
a nice quiet evening at Alumni Hall.

We wonder will there be a return of the pendulum
to Christianity and Catholicity or will this present
barbarism continue until all is desolation? Only time
and God can answer that question.
—SuE MartIn.

—AL LANGE.

RITA
After registration is over, and classrooms. have been
identified and earmarked for future reference, after the

THE WONDERFUL ART OF

~

GETTING A DATE

Dean of Women has been interviewed -and a hasty
promise has been made to one’s self to see more of her,

probably the next person to make an early and lasting
impression on the women students at the University

Since I’m just-a hard working but gentle engineer I

is Rita. Rita is like royalty. No one bothers to learn

really don’t know much about the art of dating; how-

her last name. Oh, she has one, a very nice one, but

ever, there must be something about me that appeals
to the many young men of the present generation.
They are continually writing or asking me for some

who remembers the last name of Queen Marie, or of
Edward-and Wally? One knows at once when the call
goes out, “Where’s Rita?”, who is wanted.

personal advice on the correct means of requesting

a young lady friend to a dance, and for this reason I am

If she were not Hungarian, she-surely would be Irish.

devoting: this article to that “oh so” delicate subject. ..

Her laughter is quick, her wit is keen, and her sympathy
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wells out from a heart that has known much laughter

said Rita.

and many tears. She was telling me the other day of a
cat that came home with a new litter of kittens with
monotonous regularity. “There was no place for more
cats,” said Rita, “so I gave a little boy a dime to get

tid of them. Later I worried about those kittens until

Rita’s English is not the King’s, but it is a sample of
her own resourceful originality. She taught herself to
speak English by reading the daily newspaper. How
many of us could speak the same brand of Hungarian

I thought I really heard them crying in the night.

by the same method? Each day she scans the headlines

‘They’re dead,’ I says, ‘and I can’t hear ‘em. [ just
imagine it,’ I says.” But Rita’s conscience, like Poe’s

of the papers and attempts to reconstruct the familiar
pictures of her homeland by the latest developments

tell-tale heart, cried louder and louder, and became
identified with the mewing of three poor, little, un-

“Budapest is still free—tonight.”

wanted kittens.

in the disaster which was Europe. She said last night,

7

“Are you naturalized?” I asked.

At last, unable to bear it longer, she went in search

of the sound. Scratches and bruises delayed her, but
finally she found them in the darkness, wailing their
despair in sharp feline cries. The-youngster, tenderhearted as Rita herself, had carefully walled them up

in a cave, unable to snuff out their small lives by a
swift mercy stroke. And Rita dug them out, retrieved
the miserable, unhappy animals and brought them

home for care.” I thanked God they were all right,”

“Naturalized? I was born in America,” said Rita.
?

Amazing Rita.

She cleans the lounge, arranges

chairs and tables endlessly, sweeps up ashes dropped
from thoughtless hands, and falls on her knees to
thank God that Budapest and the kittens are safe—
tonight.
ARDENE STEPHENS.

OCTOBER
For months she worked with thoughtful care;
A daffodil here, a green leaf there,

Blending her colors with careful eye,
Etching her strokes as the days went by.
Absorbed in her art, her caution wanes.

She splashes new colors along the lanes,
Abandons the old and conventional themes
And mixes a gold with a crimson that screams.
The landscape is done. The artist stands by,
Then washes the colors away witha sigh.
Such brilliance would make an incredible land.
She scatters the leaves with a petulant hand.
The canvas is ruined, her muse remains mute.

Broken, the very last string on the lute.
Despair the comfortless vigil now keeps.
She buries her face in her hands—and weeps.
—ARDENE STEPHENS.
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Book Reviews
MURDER IN A NUNNERY
By Eric SHEPHARD
Sheed and Ward

What, may I ask, is your impression of life in a quiet
convent school? Ah! so you also conceive of a peaceful,
undisturbed existence, given over to the education of
exemplary young women and the service and worship
of our Lord and Maker. Truthfully, I too imagined
the lives of those devout women to be untouched by

the worries and trials that beset those of us who remain
in the world. The idea of Mr. Eric Shephard, however,

was startlingly different as is evident when one begins
to read his latest story, Murder in a Nunnery.
The convent school in question is Harrington Court,
nestled in a little English town well away from the
hustle and distractions of a thriving English metropolis.
The “locus” of the crime? That is an amazing and
shocking thing. It is in the convent chapel; to be

specific in front of the altar of Saint Joseph, and the
time is just after evening Benediction. Of course one
must have a “corpus delecti’; namely, a wealthy

episodes that accompanied the inspector’s gradual acclimatization to this unusual mode of life. Her ability
to cope with any development, even while knowing
that each one of the nuns in her community and each
one of the little girls given over to her charge is under
suspicion of committing this dastardly crime, is admirable. The outcome of the story is one of surprise,

cleverly concealed and then again cleverly exposed.
This is a book highly recommended for a few hours
of true enjoyment, and pleasurable reading. The cover
content is small, but the story content is packed full of
chuckles, horrors, surprises and an eventual sigh of
satisfaction as to the humane manner in which the
delicate situation of Murder in a Nunnery was ended.
—JAMES J. Gipson, JR.

HOW TO READ A BOOK
By MorriMer J. ADLER_
Simon and Schuster

It is a fact that people tend to forget much of what

Baroness, benefactress of the convent but generally

they learn. Perhaps we know some facts or set of rules

disliked by all who contacted her. Try to imagine the
furor caused by such a sacrilege suddenly committed
in the midst of these nuns and small girls. Scotland
Yard is called in on the case as can be expected. The
meeting of nuns and police and the consequent shattering of the serene convent life; the investigation; the
cooperation of the pupils with the police; climaxed by
the solution which is well concealed with a delightful
litarary skill makes an amazing and vivid story.

that should govern our activities but they are gradually glossed over by the pressing demands of everyday
living, and we act on many occasions according to
whims and fancies. Everyone of us must keep renewing acquaintance with these facts to keep them fresh
and vital. In this pleasing book on how to read, we are
renewed in our reading fundamentals by contact with
a set of aids, familiar in style, and replete with sound

Throughout all of the investigation the nuns continue on in a placid way, going about their duties and
attempting to keep the pupils in their orderly routine.

suggestions. That is, the more fortunate of the reading
public is renewed and revived in correct reading procedures. Others of us gain much valuable information
as to how we can best start to read intelligently, and
with a bit of diligent practice, skillfully and fruitfully.

The Reverend Mother is truly an outstanding characin which she eased the Protestant inspector over a

Mr. Adler has not written what he would call “a
great book” by any means. But he has written a book

delicate situation due to his pathetic ignorance of the

which is one of the better non-fiction publications in

ter, with an intensely keen perception. The manner

ecclesiastical courtesy accorded one of her position will

the last few years, if we view the aims and objectives

delight the reader; as will the forthcoming little human

of the book correctly.
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Undoubtedly Mr. Adler is amply qualified for his
task. His experience and recognized ability as an educator, plus a rich fund of common sense andapleasing,

Anyone who has seen all shades of color blend and
melt into final shadows of blue will understand the

intimate style have contributed to a well-rounded,
practical book. His use of the first person in writing
and the occasional flecks of humor enable the reader

book receives its title, Blue Shadows:

reason for her writing the poem and from which the
Blue shadows pass by me whenever I see

to come close to the ideas and points the author makes.

A bluebird clinging to some tall tree,
Or a deep lake holding a liquid blue—

Someone has remarked that this would be a most
excellent preparation for every college freshman, who

Faith I had not felt within before;

is expected to read with intelligence and activity. Per-

haps that could be further enlarged to say that every
boy and girl in college could profit considerably by a
sympathetic perusal of this book. It goes without say-

ing that older people would derive much benefit from
it. Its appeal should encompass a wide scope of tastes
and readers.
The first part of the book is basic and considers
reading in several special senses. The educational
theories which the author advances are closely knit and
convincing. His educational standing and reputation
add weight to his convictions.
The second part containing and illustrating rules of
reading, crystallizes aids to this art in a logical and

lucid manner. The final part is inspirational and attempts to prove to the reader, if proof be necessary,

just how practical and useful, the knowledge gained
from the book can be. And it does open wide, shining
vistas of exciting adventure.
The whole book is not always easy reading. But it
does not become wearisome. If the reader does his part,
all will be well, for the author has made special effort
to come into close contact with the mind, aspirations
and objections of the reader.
The information one can take from this book would
not be so worthwhile if evaluated only in itself. The
book is meant to bea key, a tool, an aid, or a guidepost
to bigger and better things. Seen in this light it might

be hard to name a current book or recently current
book which can do more good or furnish more real
help to an earnest reader.
—Rapu THAYER.

BLUE SHADOWS AND OTHER
POEMS
By Marcery Cannon Murpuy

St. Anthony Guild Press
Paterson, N. J.
Anyone who has watched the deepening shadows
steal down over western mountains will enjoy the delicate, sensitive appreciation for the qualities of the

My soul moves out to a strange, new
Blue larkspur growing at your door
Burns torchwise on its stem a light

Of clear, blue flame against the deep, blue night;
Shadows of far, blue hills I know

Bend over a city street of snow;
Whenever hearts of love and hope meet,

Blue arrows pass that are swift and fleet;
Blue breathes the spirit of one I see
Bringing high courage each day to me.
O Queen of Heaven, what should I do
On finding you were not dressed in blue!

Mrs. Murphy has lived most of her life within sight
of the mountains in Colorado. Her home is in Denver,

although at the present time she lives in Washington
with her husband who is a member of the faculty of

Catholic University.
Mrs. Murphy’s poems are of religious content, and
one is delighted to see the many ways in which the
ordinary experiences of everyday life are translated and
elevated to a new height which unites in the eternal
praise of God. Her poem Dawn expresses this thought:
Slowly she comes
To the banquet rail

While the sky holds up
Her communion veil;

And her young heart beats
Within her breast
As she beholds
Her awaiting Guest,

Who receives her as
His chosen one,

And she is lost
In the risen Sun!

Here is a clear voice lifting itself in wonder at the
countless manifestations of the union of the human

and the Divine. The delightful thought:
“A field of yellow wheat may be
A sacred thing,
To those who know what whitened Bread
Can bring,”
will make all Catholics wish to read more of this
author.

eternal which are constantly expressed in this first
book of poems by Margery Cannon Murphy.

—ARDENE STEPHENS.
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THE R. O. T. C. CAMP

Take careful aim and squeeze the gun,

It’s June fourteenth, we’re on our way

When scores are high, it’s much more fun;
In standing, prone, and kneeling too,

For six long weeks we are to stay

Don’t flinch an inch until you’re through.

As soldiers of the U. S. A.
To be the officers some day.

In rapid fire, ten shots must go
In eighty seconds; don’t be slow;

The first few days we’re new and green,

Get up and run, get down and fire,

There’s much to learn and to be seen;

And e’en the best may seem to tire.

So majors and the colonels too
Are always ’round directing you.

The automatic rifle—say!
No kick at all, just blaze away;

Your dreams are rudely banned at dawn
With lusty cheers of “get up, Von”;
Police your grounds, then off to chow,
You eat enough to choke a cow.

The new Garand is quite a gun,
And firing it is lots of fun.

Next make your beds and clean the tent;
Such work for us was never meant.

Too bad it’s just a bit too small
To make the heavy big tanks fall.

Then calisthenics,—quite a pain,
You grunt and groan, but never strain.

The mortar sends a vicious charge

The anti-tank gun, nice and new,

Is accurate and rapid too;

Of T.N.T. three thousand yards;
The morning long has just begun
So shoulder packs and grab your gun;
Out to the Ridge for combat drill,

And far away its volley roars.

Attack, defend, or hold that hill.

Machine gun firel!—we cannot wait

Into the clouds, the light shell soars,

To shoot the shots at rapid rate;
In weeds and briars you crawl and creep,

Traverse and search and squeeze the gun,

The sun gets hot, the dust is deep;

In blasts of.six you make the run.

Through jungle woods you lay a course,
Now don’t get lost or lose your force.

The pistol takes a steady hand,
There’s mighty few of expert brand;

On going back you never trail,
You're waiting for that morning mail;

With bobbing targets, take your aim,
At rapid fire squeeze just the same.

The noontime meal, oh, what a treat!

The food seems good enough to eat.

The guard duties and K. P. too,

The afternoon, more drill to do,

Seem like they’re always almost due,
There’s nothing like variety,
But work like that just should not be.

You sweat and fume until you’re through;
It’s not so bad, you’re through by four,
To clean your gun and sweat some more.

At camp spare time is never dull,

Your thoughts turn home as night draws nigh,

With softball, tennis, swimming too,

You write a note and givea sigh,
And hope that someone thinks of you
And writes (like you) a letter too.

And letter writing’s never through.

For near two weeks we're on the range,

For home has some familiar rings,

To us it brings a welcome change;

No more we’re scrubs; once more we're kings.

In recreation there’s no lull;

Six weeks are up! the time has flown,
But you don’t hear a single moan;

For marches, dusty, hot and long,

Make firing seem just like a song.
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WE FIT EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY

JOHN B.

RODERER
SHOE STORES
807 Brown Street
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Greatest Name In
Refrigeration
In addition to the world-famous
Frigidaire Household Refrigerator
with the Meter-Miser, the
aire Division of General
also manufactures Electric
Electric Water Heaters;

YOU

CAN

PHONE
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plete line of office and industrial
water coolers; commercial refrig-
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eration equipment for stores, hotels,
hospitals, taverns, markets, restaurants, florists, etc.; ice cream cabinets, milk coolers, beverage coolers,
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LOW NIGHT AND SUNDAY

FrigidMotors
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frosted food merchandisers; portable air conditioners, and equipment for air conditioning any size
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product is outstanding for economical performance and quality

’Low night and Sunday long distance
telephone rates make possible frequent
campus-to-home chats at a cost well
within a college budget. The most you can pay for
a three-minute station-to-station call from your
college city to the farthest point in Chio is only 65c

construction.
See Your Nearest Frigidaire
Dealer
-

at these low rates. Cal!s over shorter distances, of
course, are cheaper. Next time you want to arrange

a date or visit with mother and dad, use long distance. You can have the charges for calls home
billed to your parents’ telephone at no extra cost.

CHARLESR. BROWN, ().D.
OPTOMETRIST
Practise limited to the eye

THE

OHIO

BELL

TELEPHONE

Tune in “The Telephone Hour” Every Monday
Evening at 8 P. M. » WTAM, WLW and WSPD

CO.

Telephone
AD-7562

1015 Brown St.
DAYTON, OHIO

bs
more than ever, people are taking to Chesterfield
because Chesterfield concentrates on the important things in
smoking. You smoke Chesterfields and find them cool and
pleasant. You light one after another, and they really taste better. You buy pack after pack, and find them definitely milder.

For complete smoking satisfaction

Make your

you can’t buy a better cigarette

EE HESTERFIELD
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